COMMUNICATIONS

ON THE ORDIl\ATION
OF WOMEN
To THE EDITOR:

Gidon Rothstein's review essay
(Tradition 24: 1) on my responsum on the

ordination of women is flawed in many
of its critiques of my thesis, and I think it

would be desirable for readers of Tradition to have a presentation of my
position for the record.

Mr. Rothstein devotes the first five
or six pages of his review essay to a

mehuyyevet, even if she cannot be
metsuvvah. I proceed then to discuss
whether the statement of the gemara

"gada! ha-metsuvveh ve-os5eh" excludes

her from so serving, since she is not
metsuvvah. This discussion is independent of the analysis of the Mishnah

in Rosh ha-Shanah. If "gadal hametsuvveh" precludes her from serving
as a man's agent, she could not so serve

even though she could be mehuyyevet by
virtue of her self-imposed obligation.

On page ILL, Rothstein questions
my thesis that self-imposed obligation

discourse on arevut. That is fine, so long
as he recognizes that the discussion is

can be halakhically equal to other-

irrelevant to my paper. As he himself

imposed obligation. He claims that there

notes on p. 109: "The one (view J gener-

is a hierarchical relationship between

ally accepted in normative Halakhah

them. Rothstein is not the first one to

allows women to "be molzi others like

raise this question. Dr. Israel Francus

everyone else with respect to those

raised it in his paper, which is also

mitsvol in which they are obligated,

published in the same volume as mine
(and to which Rothstein referred on the

there being no reason to exclude them."

Since the primary purpose of the first

first page of his essay). It is, however,

part of my paper was to demonstrate

unconscionable that Rothstein should
leave readers of Tradition with the
impression that I did not address the

that women who impose obligation for
mitsvot from which they are exempt

upon themselves attain halakhically
equal obligation with men for whom the

question. In truth, footnote #79 of my

same mitsvot are other-imposed, there

deals with just that issue. If Rothstein

was (and is) no need to discuss the

question of arevut. That question would,

wishes to object to my contention, he
should do so only after demonstrating

admittedly, become pivotal to one who

the shortcomings of my defense of the

denies that women can attain

paper (a four-page, single spaced, note)

thesis in footnote #79.

halakhieally equal obligation with men

Further on page Ill, Rothstein

for mitsvot which they impose upon

objects to my thesis on the grounds that I

themselves, but I am not in that cate-

do not show talmudic support for the

gory. Thus, for me, discussion of arevut

was extraneous and irrelevant.

I do not comprehend Rothstein's
final paragraph on page i 10. Until that

point I had argued in my paper that the
Mishnah in Rosh ha-Shanah docs not
preclude a woman's serving as the agent
for a man in the minyan because she can
be legally equally obligated by virtue of
her self-imposed obligation. She can be
112

thesis. Of course, I da quote the
Halakhot Gedolot which docs find talmudie support for the thesis. In addition,
none of the other sources which I refer
to raises this complaint against the

lIalakllOt (jedolot, nor do they refrain
from utili/jng the principle because it
does not have a clear talmudic source.
Surely Rothstein would not classify a
Gaon and three Rishonim as katlei kanei
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be-agma (mere reed-cutters, of no
import).

ing to Rothstein, women are excluded
from the Mishnah because they can be

Rothstein's objection that some of

mehuyyavot. If so, the Mishnah is irrele-

the views T quote to demonstrate the

vant to my discussion, because it says

validity of the concept of self-imposed

nothing at all about the relative status of
self-imposed to other-imposed obliga-

obligation are not accepted by normative

Halakhah is irrelevant. None of the
sources to which Rothstein refers in his
final footnotes rejects the concept of self-

imposed obligation. Rothstein must
clearly know that the rejection of a
specific halakhic view does not con-

tion. There is no way at all to deduce

from the Mishnah itself that selfimposed hiyyuv is less than, equal to, or
greater than other-imposed hiyyuv.

Further on page 113, Rothstein
contends that my understanding of the

stitute rejection of halakhic concepts

"gadol ha~metsuvveh" statement may be

implicit in the rejected view.

flawed because I failed to take into

On page 112, Rothstein proposes a

restrictive view of what the sources I
quote must mean by hovah. He prefers

account the possibility that the "greatness" of the metsuvveh stems from his
"greater evil inclination." i refer readers

to understand them to be referring to the

to page 144 of my responsum where that

right to recite benedictions. Since there is

very position is quoted in the name of the
Tosafot in Avodah Zarah. Incidentally,

perfectly clear vocabulary by which
Rishonim generally refer to such matters
(see pp. 131-133 in my paper), it seems
highly implausible that they would use
such unclear wording instead. Rothsein
is guilty here of preferring an untenably

however, I do not find at all untenable
that women who obligate themselves
probably do create for themselves the

same yetser ha-ra as exists for men. The
yetser ha-ra stems from the obligation,

clear word, in order to be able to reject a

not from the source of the obligation.
Regarding Rothstein's contention

halakhic view which follows from under-

at the bottom of page 113 that my

standing the word as it is normally

conclusion doesn't necessarily follow
even from the reasoning of the Tosafot, I

restricted meaning to an otherwise very

understood.
Further on page 112, Mr. Rothstein

refer readers of Tradition, again, to

objects to the possibility that what I

footnote #79, particularly point #3,

say could be applicable to individual
women. He affirms that it applies, if
applicable at all, only after a longstand-

beginning at the bottom of page 181.

Finally, all would agree that institutional orientation may well influence

issue in footnote #61, where I responded

perspective and may yield different perceptions concerning what can work on a
practical leveL. Therefore, I am pleased
that, in the spirit of hagdalat Torah veha 'adaratah, readers of Tradition have

to objections raised by my teacher and
mentor, Rabbi David Halivni, in a paper

had an opportunity to become a ware of
and involved with the actual halakhic

the

issues which are most salient to the issue
of the ordination of women.
(RABBI) Jon ROTH
Professor of Talmud
Jewish Theological Seminary
New York, NY

ing class action on the part of a signifi-

cant number of women. What Rothstein
fails to tell readers of Tradition,

however, is that I have dealt with this

which was circulated to the faculty of

Seminary but which Prof. Halivni
declined to have included in the Green-

berg volume.

On page 113, Rothstein questions
whether my interpretation of the Mishnah in Rosh ha-Shanah is accurate. Not
only do I think he is mistaken in his
interpretation, but his interpretation

actually supports my position. Accord-

GioON ROTHSTEIN REPJ.FS:

Rabbi Roth's claim that my discussion of arevut is irrelevant highlights the
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extent to which he is working outside the

parameters of a halakhic discussion.
Within the halakhah, the ability to "be

cepts, though, should flow from the
sources; sources-even those which are
not kanei kat

lei be-agma-cannot be

morzi" someone else and the require-

strung

ment that there be similar levels of

tion of new halakhie concepts which then

obligation between the two people

in turn become the basis of practical

involved depends on the nature of the

responsa.
Roth also objects to my restrictive

arevut bond, as I pointed out. Roth's

together to support the promulga-

the equivalence of other-

understanding of the "otherwise very

imposed and self-imposed obligations is

halakhically meaningless unless it addresses the requirements of this arevut

clear word" hovah. Actually, hovah is a
word which is almost never fully clear.
Different obligations have different

hondo Significantly, he does not address

parameters at different times. As exam-

it.

ples, the obligation to keep Shabbat is

whole theory of

True, Roth does attempt to deal

only present in the absence of a situation

with the issue of the hierarchical relationship among types of obligations in

of pikuah nelesh; that of a kohcn to
refrain from contact with the dead only
when the deceased in question is not one
of his seven closest relatives; and so on.
An obligation is almost never absolute,

footnote 79. However, the footnote relies on the same types of unconvincing
arguments as does the rest of the article.

To support his position, Roth quotes

and to jump on the use of the word "is

sueh sources as a view in the Yerushalmi
which the Bavli specifically rejects and
an opinion which the Ravad quotes and

tion applicable to all situations is typical

then rejects. As with his whole paper,
Roth is out to find sources and argu-

obligated" as evidence of a full obliga-

of the misuse of sources which I perceived in Roth's article and to which I
objected so strongly. It is no wonder that

ments whieh support his creating a

the senior Talmudists at the Seminary,

halakhically nonexistent concept of selfimposed obligations. Basic halakhic con-

joined in rejecting his reasoning.
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including Roth's teacher and mentor,

